Dodge dakota rumble bee

In and , Dodge produced its Ram pickup truck with a distinctive yellow and black styling
package reminiscent of the s Dodge Super Bee. The Dodge Ram Rumble Bee was a limited
production pickup truck built only on the two-door short-bed truck platform in either 4x2 or 4x4
final drive options. The Rumble Bee featured Dodge's most powerful Hemi at the time, Dodge's
famous engine series featuring a domed or hemispherically shaped combustion chamber. In the
two years of production, only 8, of these special edition trucks were created. Dodge's Hemi
engine used for the and Rumble Bee was the standard 5. While the truck was a limited edition, it
did not include a special engine or any additional performance tuning to set the truck apart from
other Dodge Ram pickup trucks. The Rumble Bee's Hemi V-8 engine produced horsepower and
foot-pounds of torque. The engine was a cast iron block fitted with aluminum heads and
features a bore of 3. The Hemi 5. The and Dodge Rumble Bee was only available on the
short-bed single cab pickup truck produced that year. The trucks were painted either yellow or
black to match the Rumble Bee emblems, and include a color-keyed front air valance, side skirts
and rear air dam, which were specific to the Rumble Bee for those years. The seats are slate
gray leather or cloth. Towing and hauling capacity of the Rumble Bee were unchanged from
stock Dodge Ram Hemi pickup trucks. Payload capacity of the and Dodge Ram Rumble Bee is
at least 1, pounds. Fuel economy on the and Dodge Ram Rumble Bee pickup trucks fitted with
the Hemi V-8 engine was classified as extremely poor. These trucks, with an automatic
transmission, averaged only 12 mpg in the city and 17 mpg on the highway, according to
government fuel economy testing. The rear end gear ratio of these trucks was 3. The size and
inefficiency of the Rumble Bee Hemi engine, however, coupled with the truck's 2 ton curb
weight returned low fuel economy despite the gear tuning. Don Kress began writing
professionally in , specializing in automotive technology for various websites. An Automotive
Service Excellence ASE certified technician since , he has worked as a painter and currently
owns his own automotive service business in Georgia. Kress attended the University of Akron,
Ohio, earning an associate degree in business management in Rumble Bee Specifications by
Don Kress. Writer Bio Don Kress began writing professionally in , specializing in automotive
technology for various websites. All rights reserved. More on this:. The Ram TRX is the hottest
truck you can buy today. But this horsepower, Hellcat-powered isn't the first beefed-up pickup
truck from the company. Ram built quite a few of them, especially when it operated as a Dodge
sub-brand. If you take a deep dive into the history of high-performance trucks , you'll find out
that Dodge was actually the first to build such a beast in the mids. The former was clearly
inspired by the Dodge Viper , while the latter was a tribute to the legendary Dodge Super Bee. It
used to be available in either black and yellow, but colors complemented by bumblebee stripes
and logos, just like the Super Bee muscle car from the s. And it was a true muscle truck thanks
to a 5. Granted, it wasn't quite as hot as the Ram SRT, rated at a massive horses, but it's
powerful enough to hit 60 mph 96 kph from a standing start in under eight seconds. Dodge built
a little more than 10, Rumble Bees in and , so they're not as scarce as the SRT, but they're hard
to come by if you're looking for a well-maintained, low-mileage model. It's finished in the cool
Solar Yellow exterior with black rear fender stripes and it's pretty much in mind condition. Not
bad for a muscle truck that may become a prized collectible in the future. Editor's note: This
article was not sponsored or supported by a third-party. Ram Rumble Bee muscle truck pickup
truck Truck Month. DODGE models:. You will only receive our top stories, typically no more
than 5 per day yes no. Subject: Rumble Bee Ram?? RE: Rumble Bee Ram?? IP: Logged
Message: it is a stock truck with a fake hood scoop and a hemi with 4wd. IP: Logged Message:
oh yeah, IP: Logged Message: Stock!!! I thought with all that dress-up there would be a little
more go. Thats good to know, Ill have fun spankin em. IP: Logged Message: you can order them
in 2wd as well. IP: Logged Message: Maybe you can get them in 2X but the two at the dealership
next to my office have 4X4 badging as well. IP: Logged Message: They are sold as a 4x4, but
you can get it as a 2wd option. And who really cares , it's a stock ram. IP: Logged Message:
does anyone feel the same as i do with the stripes? IP: Logged Message: Those stripes should
indeed be reserved for real performance vehicles that perform above the limits of a normal
stock vehicle not just as a cosmetic upgrade. IP: Logged Message: amen brother. IP: Logged
Message: yeah, thats kind of embarrassing, I'd almost feel obligated to upgrade. I hate those
ricers that look bad ass and are slow as hell, love to race them tho. IP: Logged Message: now
there is an idea. IP: Logged Message: Go look at All the answers to the Rumble Bee dilemma are
answered there. Putting the pedel to the metail and you know why the white stripes in the back.
Oh FYI the out the door price Try IP: Logged Message: wow! If I remember correctly a charger
could be had for around to In I bought a new Boss Mustang for around Let me tell you car's
were lots of fun back then. IP: Logged Message: why the boss ? I was a bit upset, and ended up
peeling out, leaving him standing at the light when it changed IP: Logged Message: Matt, why a
boss and not the nascar Hemi, Back then all boss 's went to racing team members and owners.

The ave. A nice boss now sells for over K. The same goes for the cuda, But Dodge built quit a
few more Cuda's then ford's mustang. Oh man I loved the Hemi, I could only wish. I guess its a
Hemi Ram package for Saw it in Mopar Action Mag. Looks pretty cool but they are vague as to
what the package includes. Hope its not a sticker kit. Also the hemi is in the Durango this year,
wonder how long before it makes it in the Dakota or if it will make it at all? The SRT has a hp
V10 and has much more potential for building up hp. Each has their own market, and not
everyone could afford the insurance on a SRT Just my. Dodge is offering a rumble bee sport
appearance package to in solar yellow. Hemi SLT regular cab Super charged It is either yellow
or black, with the stripe around the back of the bed. It has a body kit, and the SRT hood avail. I
work for a dealership, we got a fax from DC requesting how many we wanted to order. The part
about 4WD, I think is a typo, prolly a 2wd. But anyway The 'sport' package will have a different
name, but will be the same as the Hemi Express, without the tonneau, and with a ram air hood
off the SRT Mid 30s prolly. Very cool. I live in St. Louis, where the Ram is built, and work in the
industry, so I hear some stuff from some of the guys who work there. Over the Thanksgiving
weekend 3 examples of this truck rolled out of the factory. Had the stripe package, and a
"supercharged" badge, but no supercharger. They were being delivered to Detriot. If I hear any
more I'll post it. I believe the magazine article said around 26k for the truck, and 6k worth of
what should be dealer bolt on's. Good so far. Then I find out you can't get the hemi unless you
buy the top of the line Ram with all the bells and wissels. Decided against it,,glad I did. Maybe
they'll release a bored and stroked version of the 4. Only think you can't get is a manual hemi in
a truck. Hope its wrong. I havn't seen it mentioned in the magazines. If it isn't made for towing,
Why have a 5, pound truck. Bad ass truck But I can't get past the sticker price at 45 grand. Nice
with the 6 speed. Truckin is putting it in with a bunch of other trucks for truck of the year award.
Plus the best stopping power. Just kidding on the last part. The paint color is pretty cool
though. Do a search on hemi gtx. It was an ST,,but had a few dealer options also which made it
pretty attractive to me. This was a while back too,,like the first few days they offered it in a Reg. I
would be extremely upside down on my current loan if I traded my truck,,plus when I was
hearing how slow those trucks were running some of the 'hemi-hype' kinda left me. My current
'01 4. Plus I'm already paying for an '03 I got my mother as a ranch truck. It is bright white with
dark slate gray cloth, tinted windows and a bed liner. It had 9 miles on it when I test-drove it and
decided I had to have it. I was in Arizona at Christmas and had been looking for a sporty truck
when I found this truck. I wanted a sportier daily commuter. I do know that what little I dove it
before I came home is it has plenty of go. I told the wife I would leave it stock. For maximum
weight cargo, driver, passenger , pounds. Not a very useful truck, but perhaps the sexiest
useless truck I have ever seen. Sharp Dodge Ram ! Rumble Bee Edition! This short bed truck
runs and drives well with , miles on it! It has a 5. The exterior is nice and clean! The interior is
clean! The tires are in good condition! This 4x4 capabl. ALL of our cars come with a 7 day
satisfaction guarantee exchange Policy! COM for more pictures, full inventory, and our credit
application. Mention this ad to get this price!! Great news: We finance everyone! Good or
Not-So-Perfect Credit, everyone is approved! Upside down, bankrupt, no credit history, first. For
sale rumble bee adition only made in Very clean like new 5. Has dual flowmaster exaust. Trade
for rollback tow truck or wrecker3. Automatic 2 door regular cab with 4x4. Truck has aftermarket
radio with CD player, Bluetooth, and a kicker subwoofer with bass control knob installed behind
the seats. Fresh inspec. Why This Vehicle Is Special Drive it home today. Call Or Text us now!! I
have for sale a Dodge Rumble Bee Truck is mechanically sound, doesn't burn any oil, overall
great shape. Truck is well worth the money For more info call six zero six City: Cedar Rapids,
IA. Posted: 1 day ago. City: Waterloo, IA. Posted: 3 weeks ago. Posted: 2 months ago. Posted: 6
months ago. City: Sarasota, FL. Posted: 1 year ago. City: Lansing, MI. City: Flint, MI. City:
Toledo, OH. City: Saginaw, MI. City: New York, NY. City: Winchester, VA. City: Macon, GA.
Posted: 2 years ago. City: Scranton, PA. City: Allentown, PA. City: Outer Banks, NC. City:
Lakeland, FL. City: Battle Creek, MI. Posted: 3 years ago. City: Eastern Kentucky, KY. Posted: 4
years ago. Refine your search. Automatic Pickup Van 1. Gasoline 55 Flex Fuel 4. Rumble Bee.
Popular Similar Cars. Google Ads. Refine search. This truck is in excellent condition and is
powered by a 5. It is finished in bright yellow with black interior and has 69, actual miles mileage
not indicated on the title. This Dodge Ram regular-cab pickup features the factory Rumble Bee
package. Truck is stock with the exception of custom leather seats, flowmaster exhaust and
aftermarket stereo original in box Leather Seats. Truck was originally purchased in California
and relocated to Arizona by the original owner. I purchased this Bee with miles now has miles.
Truck is stock with the exception of custom leather seats, flowmaster exhaust and aftermarket
stereo original in box. Truck is easily a 9 out of 10 unfortunately it has a stone chip on
windshield. Leather Seats. All funds will be in US dollars. Rare Dodge Ram Rumble Bee edition
in excellent condition. Ready for highway and off road - 4x4 with 5. The dodge ram rumble bee

was a limited production pickup truck built only on the two-door short-bed truck platform in
either 4x2 or 4x4 final drive options. The rumble bee featured dodge's most powerful hemi at the
time, dodge's famous engine series featuring a domed or hemispherically shaped combustion
chamber. In the two years of production, only 8, of these special edition trucks were created.
Enginedodge's hemi engine used for the and rumble bee was the standard 5. While the truck
was a limited edition, it did not include a special engine or any additional performance tuning to
set the truck apart from other dodge ram pickup trucks. The rumble bee's hemi v-8 engine
produced horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. The engine was a cast iron block fitted with
aluminum heads and features a bore of 3. The hemi 5. Bodythe and dodge rumble bee was only
available on the short-bed single cab pickup truck produced that year. The trucks were painted
either yellow or black to match the rumble bee emblems, and include a color-keyed front air
valance, side skirts and rear air dam, which were specific to the rumble bee for those years. The
seats are slate gray leather or cloth. Towing and haulingtowing and hauling capacity of the
rumble bee were unchanged from stock dodge ram hemi pickup trucks. These trucks are rated
to tow at least 8, pounds with proper class iii or iv hitch mounts installed. Payload capacity of
the and dodge ram rumble bee is at least 1, pounds. Call now apply online at Truck was
originally purchased in california and relocated to arizona by the original owner. I purchased
this bee with miles now has miles. All funds will be in us dollars. Corwin dodge is pleased to
offer this. We do not play pricing games. Stereo missing in photos will be installed before sale
is completed. Videos of them running also available upon request. In addition to being
well-cared for, this dodge ram has very low mileage making it a rare find. It is incomparable for
the price and quality. For more info call or text us We accept all trade's and stock over quality
pre-owned vehicles on a daily basis. Call, email or come by. We'll beat anyone's price
guaranteed. All vehicles go through a pt. Inspection therefore all vehicles are certified and
qualify up to , mile warranty. We won't sell a frame damage, bad odometers, or unsafe vehicles.
All sales associates are on flat salary with flat commissions. These are some of the reasons
why jeremy franklin's leads the way on selling pre owned vehicles in the midwest. Choice auto
center is a full service dealership with a service center and detailing center. One of yellow 4x4s
made looks and runs amazing! Locking fiberglass bed cap, bedliner. Nice clean truck, no rust,
factory rumble bee 4x4!!!! EngineDescription:This clean low mile Dodge Ram Rumble Bee is a
great truck for that someone looking for a usable yet limited number truck for work or just for
cruising. HEMI Magnum 5. This Ram engine never skips a beat.. Hemi magnum 5. It scored the
top rating in the iihs frontal offset test. New car test drive called it Smooth and refined The cabs
are comfortable and convenient, among the roomiest in their respective classes This ram
engine never skips a beat. Please call and ask for naldo, brad or omar with any questions!!
Please call dealership for details and availability on vehicles. This is a must see pickup truck
and everything within works well currently located in cadillac mi. Serious inquiries only. Stock
number: au. Cloth Interior. More pictures coming soon, dodge ram rumble bee 2wd
pick-up,carfax one owner with no reported accidents, 5. Custom rumble paint scheme, the
interior is like new! We have been selling quality cars and trucks from this same convenient
boones creek location for over 40 years, no hassles and never any hidden fees! Alloy Wheels. In
there were only 3, made. This example is 1, for that model year. This specific example only has
51, miles on the odometer! The dodge ram rumble bee was only available in two colors: black
clearcoat or solar yellow clearcoat. The trucks are often noted by their equipped "bee stripe"
which was a vertical running stripe behind the rear wheels on the bed sides. Black trucks were
equipped with a yellow stripe, while yellow trucks were equipped with a black stripe. The stripe
bears a more modernized "scat pack bee" logo that can be found on the past dodge super bee
cars. The appearance package gave the consumer equipment also available on the "sport"
trucks such as painted bumpers, 20" chrome-clad aluminum wheels, and bright grille inserts. In
addition, the package also included a brushed aluminum fuel door, chrome exhaust tip, lower
rocker panel fascia or "ground effects", and a hood scoop. Dodge ram rumble bee!! Powered by
the legendary hemi magnum 5. Hurry in on this rare truck! Available only at hi-way auto sales,
where the customer is 1. Family owned and operated since ! Comoptions:description:nice clean
truck, no rust, factory rumble bee 4x4!!!! In terms of performance, this dodge rumble bee pickup
is insanely quick with awesome acceleration, solid handling and just a great overall feel on the
open road. One owner rumble bee ram! Find another one around like this! This truck is loaded
and super clean! It also has the strong running hemi 5. This one of a kind rumble bee edition is
numbered and is a documented rumble bee edition from the factory. Please don't hesitate to call
with any questions. Easy online credit apps and complete inventory with additional pictures can
be viewed at Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. The reason being not evidently outlined,
particularly when we realize how healthy rivalry this truck possesses, yet we feel that changes
with this product come with changes from the design in many other versions during class. In all

honesty, we had been unable to view the design involved with Dodge Ram Rumble Bee simply
because it was engrossed in the dense security and hide. Consequently even model of the
fender had not been getting apparent. Nevertheless, also which usually, we noticed practically
precisely the same design since the truck, in addition to resemblances together with the RAM.
Thus it had not been tough to foresee the model in the car. Since we involved, it must be
created exactly like before, along with only tiny changes. The front side fender stayed the
identical wagon-like condition and ends, with toned collections and large grille, among big
Brought front side lighting fixtures. The final conclusion is likewise nearly as good as well
before as well as cubic, by using a level roofing and number of variations in the actual design in
the lighting. This means level and firmly straightforward dash panel, with intriguing, notable and
desirable chromatic information and also the complete cabin created from the darker greyish
leather material. In the midst of the dash panel appears large touchscreen display higher
2002 dodge grand caravan battery
femco motor wiring diagram
2009 dodge pickup
than the appealing control buttons and oxygen air vents. The middle bunch really will take the
large area, so every single order is accessible and friendly towards the driver. That engine
within Dodge Ram Rumble Bee is just not recognized for sure, but as being the maker has not
yet stated anything at all concerning this, we anticipate the identical product as before. That is
undoubtedly 6. The identical product provides Ram product, as well, among the offered
possibilities. Perhaps the most exciting regarding this truck is the fact RAM needs to have a
hybrid choice together with the fuel 1, so it may be an appealing solution for future years.
Nevertheless, new info needs to be identified at the start of the next season, even though the
design must be available on the market later on next season. You must be logged in to post a
comment. Related Posts. July 2, By Donald J. November 12, By Donald J. August 9, By admin.
Give a Comment Cancel Reply You must be logged in to post a comment.

